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The Best Jordans Shoes has quietly dropped a number of various colorways over the
past 7 months, some of which have included new colorways like the "DMP" along with
OG classics like the "Chicago" and "Chutney." As we continue to progress through the
2017 year we still have at least one more AJ 13 colorway to look forward to with the
OG "Bred" returning and even more in 2018. But with newer models like the "History
of Flight" attempting to meet or exceed expectations of previous colorways, it's
been disputable whether or not Jordan Brand can bring new heat in the Air Jordan 13
Retro department.
One possible candidate sneakerheads might flock to is the rumored release of an
upcoming Latest Jordans Shoes colorway dubbed "Olive," expected to drop sometime
next year. Sneaker source Zsneakerheadz recently revealed a rendering of the
expected AJ 13 on his IG a day ago, revealing the shoe's expecting design with a
questionable release date. For now, all we have is an early image which displays the
shoe may carry an olive suede upper, and black leather toe box. We can only hope the
mesh segment will feature a 3M upper like the "Bred" colorway.
While it has been confirmed the Cheap Jordan Shoes hybrid will be apart of the AM
Day festivities, Sean Wotherspoon announced that the shoe will also hit a pair of
stores in November. Dropping at the Round Two locations in LA and Richmond, the shoe
also makes note of that on the heel tabs, with VA to LA printed on it.For everyone
who won't be able to get the pairs at the Round Two locations, you will have to wait
until Air Max Day 2018. Stick with Sneakerwatch as we get a pinpointed date lock
down.
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http://www.latestjordans2016.com
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